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Summary. The theory of the motion of an artificial satellite in the terrestrial upper atmos
phere is described. The atmospherical density definition includes the diurnal effect as well as thr 
Battening of the atmosphere. An example of computing the analytical formulae using computee 
algebra is given. The theory of the atmospherical lift is shortly discussed and the effect of the 
rotation of the atmosphere is shown on several examples of determination of the upper atmc8phere 
rotational velocity. 

Ladislav Sehnal, VISOKA ZEMLJINA ATMOSFERA I KRETANJE VESTACKIH 
SATELITA - Opisana je teorija kretanja vestaCkog satelita u visokoj ZemIjinoj atmosferi. Defi
niicija atmosferske gustine podrazumeva i dnevni efekt kao i spljostenost atmosfere. Dat je primer 
izrarunavanja analitiCkih formula koristeCi rarunarsku algebru. Ukratko je diskutovana teorija 
atmosferskog lifta, a uticaj rotacije atmosfere je pokazan na nekoliko primera odredivanja brzine 
rotacije visoke atmosfere. 

The influence of the Earth upper atmosphere is the most important distur
bing effect of non-gravitational origin in the motion of the artificial satellite of the 
Earth; It is so at least for the so called ,;close satellites" - this concept can be rea
dily defined on the basis of pe-rceptible atmospheric perturbations. 

To study quantitatively the non-gravitational forces, we shall make use of 
the equations for the variations of constants (with the usual orthogonal components 
of the disturbing forces - Gauss's equations), a general form of which can be 
expressed as 

0(1 
- = E KC") FC") (t), k = S, T, W. 
dt k 

This is the change of an arbitrary element (1, caused by the components S, T and 
W of the disturbing accelerations (S - radial, T - perpendicular to the radius
-vector in the orbital plane, W - normal to the orbital plane). 

The computation of the changes of the elements consists then from two parts, 
basically: 
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a) the mathematical description of the components of the disturbing forces 
S, T and W 

b) the solution of the equations for variations of constants with known S, 
T and W. 

The problem ad a) cannot be always solved in time as the independent vari
able, so that we use some suitable anomaly (true, excentric). The problem ad b) 
can be solved in most cases only by using the series developments in a suitable 
small parameter (excentricity e or R/a ratio, etc.). This depends principally on the 
form of the expressions for S, T and W. Sometimes we can find closed formulae 
for those disturbing forces but the integration of the equations of variations of con
stants can not be still made; then again the series expressions are necessary. 

In the following, we shall deal with the disturbing effects of the upper atmo
sphere in terms of drag, lift and the influence of the rotation of the atmosphere. 

The drag force F D is described by the expression 

I A 
FD=~-CD-nV2 

2 m" 

where CD is the drag coefficient, A/m is the satellite effective area/mass ratio, p is 
the density of the atmosphere and V is the relative velocity of the satellite to the 
ambient air. Thus, the quantitative determination of the magnitudes of the drag 
effects requires also a knowledge ot the factors A/m and CD (1). 

The determination of the A/m ratio may cause some difficulties in case of 
uncontrolled tumbling of the satellite, and especially a body of spheroidal shape 
may produce rotation with precessing motion of the axis of rotation. Nevertheless, 
the A/m ratio value is usually the best known quantity in the equation for FD and 
once determined, it may be considered as constant for drag studies. 

The drag coefficient CD is considered usually to be constant and to be equal 
to 2.2. But the detailed analysis shows that it changes quite distinctly with height, 
since it depends on the properties of the satellite's surface as this interacts with 
the surrounding medium. The coefficient CD is usually determined theoretically, 
since laboratory measurements encounter great difficulties when imitating the con
ditions of melecular motions at great heights. The widely used value of 2.2 seems 
now to be rather low even in lower regions of the atmosphere. The theoretical ana
lyses show that up to heights of 400 km this coefficient may be taken as constant, 
but then it increases rapidly with increasing height. Some practically used values 
took the coefficient CD as 2.8 in 1400 km and equal to 3.6 in 3300 km height. Thus, 
neglecting the variation of CD with height might lead to substantial errors, almost 
of a factor of 2. 

The velocity V is the velocity of the satellite relative to the ambient rotating 
atmosphere; we suppose that the atmosphere rotates with the same velocity as the 
solid Earth. 

Then, determining the disturbing force, we have something to do with the 
density of the atmosphere. This quantity is probably the least known value. On 
the other hand, the analysis of the drag effects is used very much exactly for the 
backwards determination of the density. The main difficulty lies in the fact, that 
the density depends strongly on the height above the Earth surface and change 
in place as well as in time. -
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The rapid variability of the density forces us then to compute the drag per
turbations for a short time interval only, since even if drag makes secular effects 
(diminishing of the excentricity, semi-major axis), the secular decrease is not linear 
over longer time. Therefore, the best way is to compute the changes after one revo
lution and to make a simple summation of the effect. This is again very important, 
since the influence of drag is concentrated around the perigee (owing to very rapid 
diminishing of the density with height) so that we can take for such a limited re
gion the coefficient CD to be constant. 

Thus, in the following, we shall suppose a constant value for the coefficient 
CD as well as for A/m and describe the density of the atmosphere as 

p (z) =Po ((1 + IXCOS
ll
': } 

where 
log po = a+bz+c exp ( -0.01 z). 

The first· expreSsion describes the change of the density with respect to the 
position of the Sun, since I\J is the angle between the radius-vector of the satellite 
and the Sun. The second equation expresses the dependence of the density on the 
height; allowing for the oblateness of the Earth we have 

z = a- ae cos E - RB(I - Isin2 cp). 

The constants IX, n'; a, b, c are to be experimentally found. They can be com
puted from the measured value of the solar flux at 10.7 cm wavelenght (2). 

Now, we can transform the right sides of the equations for v~ations of orbi
tal elements expIicitely into the time-dependent quantities. We shall use the excen
tric anomaly as the independent variable, so that 

. . 'I" 
P "'ko exp (ku cos E) exp [~exp (~cos E)] cosn ' -' 

2 
This expression will \le then transformed into a se.ries in powers of excentricity 
with arguments as functions of the excentric anomaly so that we shall be able to 
make the integration. The change Aa of a general element (J will be then expressed as 

b. a = K~ haZo nt + K~ ha E ~ sin iE + Ko ha E W:-c 
(I-cos iE). 

i J i J 

Here, K and ha arecoIistlintS, for Z'f we have 
Z=eZO+Zl (i= I), Z=Zc (i= I) • • 

and the coefficients Zfand Wc are given as 

Z. = ~ ffl ~ t!.r) ~ ~ g(r-s) ~ k(s-t) ~ ~ k(T> xl. p~ j 
L.J L.J. L.J L.J q-p L.J S L.J L.J 1 t-l 

. q,. sI' t lj· 

Wc = E fflE cC;)E Egr-=-;)E k~-t) E E kJT> Y;!j-j 
.,. 'I' t lj 

From those expressions, the individual terms should be computed. Unfortunately, 
this would be only a hopeless work since the summation limits can be high and 
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the number of terms will be then (:xtremely great. Therefore,· we shall try to find 
general analytical formulae for the individual coefficients, in form of functions of 
the indeces or in the form of reccurent· relations, e. g.: 

a) d{r) = -l-lr:"'i] 
I 2r - 1 --

2 

nl+l 1 b) x~+1·o =--(Ax1,O +By~.o-By!O) 
I . I-I I . 1-2 n, 

.,z+I.O= nE+l A .~.o + Bx1,O) 
J'i J'i-I I 

HI 

Having all the necessary expreSsions, we can make a program for a computing ma
chine using all these relations and we will get a numerical result for specific initial 
values. However, this has a disadvantage since we do not know the form of sepa
rate coeficients and we compute everything even if maybe majority of the terms 
has zero value. But on the other side this is a burden only for the computer. 

. The only possibility to obtain the explicite analytical forms of the individual 
coefficients is to use the algebra manipulation languagues - we used for solving 
the above quoted expressions the languague "REDUCE", especially modified for 
computing individual terms of multiples of series ~Fig. 1). The computation was 
done on the EC 1040 computer (3). 

3 3 
KZ*K1*AGOO + 32*KZ*K1 + ,.K1 'lrA&OO + 4*K1 +16.~ 

2 2 2 2. 2. 2 2. 
(4S·A *K2 .*K3 *N2~ + ~8*A ~K2. *K3*K1*N2.1 + 12*A ~K2. 

2 Z 2 ~ 
24*A *K2."1(3 *N2i + 48*A *K2-K3 .. Ki*N21 +2.4*A .~K2."'1(1 

t 2 2. 2. "3 2.
*K~ *Nl1 + 64*A *N2.1 + 32.*A*K2. *K3 *N1.0+ 48*,,"1(2. 

2. 2. 1- '3 
K1 ~N10 + 64*.I\·K2. *K3*H10 + 4'lrA*K2. flK1 -N10·+ ,32-A-f 

2 ~ 

+ 24'A*K2,"'K3 *k1-N10 + 24*A*K2.*K3*K1 -rHO + ·64."*1(1 

. 3 
+ ett*A*K2.*K1*N10 + a*A*K1 *N10 +- 64··A*t<.1"N10 + 16"f 

Fig. 1. An example of a computer output of the algebraic formula computation. 

The results of the computation gives us the shortperiodic as well. as secular 
perturbations; secular after one revolution. The effect of drag concetrates very 
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much around perigee. According to cur definition of the atmospheric density, we 
can have separate results for the effect of the atmospherical bulge (Figs. 2, 3). 
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Fig. 2. The secular and shortperiodic changes of the semimCljor axis caused by the drag force. 
The dashed lines indicate the changes without consid"ring the atmospherical bulge effect. 
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Fig. 3. The shortperiodic change of the argument of perigee caused by the drag force. The dashed 
line indicates the change without considering the atmospheric bulge effect. 

Let us now turn our attention to the lift force, which might be of importance 
in case of an oriented Earth satellite. Especially if the satellite has some larger flat 
surface planes (e. g. like solar paddles) (Fig. 4), this effect could come into consi
deration (4). 

The lift disturbing acceleration can be described by the same equation as 
that for drag: 

I A 
F=-CL-pV2 

2 m ' 
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where the lift coefficient is now dependent on the angle of the incident molecules 
with the plane of the satellite surface (YJ). Besides, we have to distinguish between 

v 

Solar 
Paddle 

Earth 

Fig. 4. The geometry of a motion of an oriented satellite with solar paddles through the atmosphere. 
FD is the drag force, FL is the lift. 

the diffuse and specular reflection of incident molecules. We thenhave according 
to Moe (5): 

CL (diffuse) = 2/3 (1 - 1X)1/2 sin 2 YJ 

CL (specular) = 2 sin YJ sin 2 YJ, 

where IX is the accomodation coefficient which defines the adjustment of the energy 
of the reemitted molecules to the temperature of the surface. 

We shall make a simplifying assumption about the Earth atmosphere, con
sidering its density to be given by a simple formula 

p = po exp [(ro - r)/Hj, 

where H is the density scale height. 

From the character of the disturbing acceleration, we see immediately that 
the secular change of semi-major axis vanishes (the disturbing acceleration acts 
perpendicularly to the velocity vector). Moreover, since we suppose the lift force 
acting in the orbital plane, the changes of the inclination and of the ascending node 
vanish, too. Therefore we shall pay our attention mainly to the radius-vector. After 
introducing the Fourier expansion we can integrate and will get a series with the 
Bessel functions of the first kind of imaginary argument. The result for radius vector 
r will be then 
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r = -1/3a2 (l-e2)l/2 A/m pp exp (-z). 
2 P 2 . L: E(j) I u) nt + L: ~ L: ~ Fu) l(f, 1) cos iE + 

j=O ;=1 j=O 

P 2 

+ "';' ~ ~ Gu) l(f, 1) sin iE 
L.i~ 
;=1 j=O 

where the coefficients ECf), F c!) and G(i) are the functions of e and angle y, which 
is made by the plane of the solar paddles and the radius-vector. If the satellite is 
Earth-oriented, the angle y is constant. 

cm 

o ~~--===::::========:::==:::::=~LI~ft~1 Diff. -8x 10-4 cm 

-100 

-200 

A r. hp = 450km 

0° 90° 180° 270" 360° E 

Fig. 5. The effect of the lift force on the changes of the radius-vector during one revolution. 

The results on Fig. 5 show us that the secular changes are of several orders 
less than that caused by drag, whereas the shorperiodic ones are of the same order. 
This is of importance especially for the computation of orbits if the individual obser
ved satellite postitions are compared to the computed ones. 

We shall now deal with the effect of the rotation of the atmosphere, This 
perturbing effect is pronounced mainly in the ~onent perpendicular to the 
orbital plane. Looking at the Lagrange equations we see that it means the changes 
of.o, (J) and i. The changes of .0 and (J) are very much outbalanced by the effectl 
of the irregularities of the Earth gravitational field. On the other side, the orbital 
inclination i suffers only very slight perturbations of mainly periodical character 
from the odd zonal harmonics and lunisolar terms. Therefore, the rotation of the 
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atmosphere will be the principal disturbing force causing secular change of the 
inclination. 

The change of the inclination can be expressed as 

b"i = -~J a A7t a2 CUE CD AIm exp (-alII) sin i· 
2 GM 

. [10+ (1 + c) 12 cos 2cu-2e 1I cos2 cu+ ~ C (Io + 14 cos 4CU)] 

the terms of the order of c2 and e2 being omitted. 
From this we see that the rotation of the atmosphere steadily diminishes 

the inclination and this diminishing is proportional to the rotational speed of the 
atmosphere, since A is the ratio of the atmospherical angular speed of rotation to 
that of the solid Earth. 

In the above equation, H is the density scale height, CUE is the rotational speed 
of the Earth and I, are the Bessel functions of first kind of imaginary argument. 

The above written equation for Ili can be numerically integrated to get the 
course of the inclination during a longer time interval. Then, comparing the the
oretical and observed values, we can find the initial constant A which detennines 
the rate of decline of i. We made such determinations of A analysing the inclina
tion changes of the Interkosmos satellites. Those satellites were taken into our con
sideration mainly since we had at our disposal some original unpublished elements 
and since some of the orbits were analysed also from other points of interest. The 
results obtained up till now are summarized in Table 1: 

Satellite 
Interkosmos 

1 
3 
4 
5 
7 
9 

10 a) 

I' 

74.02 

74.00 

73.98 

b) 
c) 
d) 

,29/2, 
:- '1 

hunch 42600 

A CJ 

1.02 0.3 
1.20 0.05 
1.05 0.3 
1.25 0.05 
1.15 0.15 
1.10 0.05 
1.30 1.90 
1.20 0.16 
1.20 0.23 
1.10 0.26 

h., (km) life Cd) i Cdeg) 

260 78 0.027 
222 121 0.055 
280 95 0.017 
213 127 0.048 
271 97 0.016 
211 180 0.053 
286 44 0.0028 
286 280 0.0244 
275 119 0.0138 
247 39 0.0219 

~. _ • , .. :.,..... A:l.2 

·:.··· .. i·· ' .. ~~_/.'.> ... \ ... A=l.l 

.!-15/1 

43000 MJD . d.C~i· 

Fig. 6. The change of the inclination ef the orbit of the INTERKOSMOS 10. The rotation yeto"": 
city A of the atmosphere was determined between the intervals of resonances. 
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The orbit of the satellite Interkosmos 10 (Fig. 6) had to be divided cnto four 
parts since at certain intervals the satellite came into the resonance conditions (re
sonance of the satellite mean daily motion with the angular rotation rate of the 
Earth) which distorted substantially the otherwise continuous decrease of the in
clination (6). The rotation of the atmosphere must be, of course, understood in 
terms of winds filowing with prevailing west-east,directions. 

The higher rotational speed of the atmosphere is not yet completely physi
cally explained; we tried to find some other possible source of that effect and we 
looked at the Lorentz force, which appears as a result of motion of an electrically 
charged satellite in the geomagnetical field. We shall not go into details of this; 
to quote just the result, we computed the voltage of the satellite necessary to change 
the initial inclination in agreement with the observations. We came to a lUJgnitudc 
of loa volts, which was neither observed nor it can be supposed theoretically (7). 

Thus, we believe that the "superrotation" of the atmosphere in the respec
tive heights (200 - 350 km) is real. 
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